The primary beam cannot be efficiently extracted from the Bevatron, the 6.l-Bev proton synchrotron at Berkeley. An external beam ia produced by inserting a target into the path of the circulating primary beam, causing scattering.
The secondary beam thus produced iiJ then led off via a ouitably located thin metal window ln tho accelerating chamber.
For many experiments, such as those involving bubble chambero, oDly a developed which has a rise time of 75-moec and an equally fast clrivedown (Fig. 1 ).
This rapid action in both directions is achieved by rigidly mounting two electrically independent coils at 90° and using them alternately ao driver and damper. With this arrangement the net torque causes a rapid increase in angular velocity aa the" taraet rotates to 45°, and a rapid decrease in angular velocity (opproacbing zero) 1
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